
Just Trade Windows

All round 
security.



Just Trade Windows know that a doors first job is to 
keep the bad guys out. The Ultion Star lock sits behind 
a molybdenum shield. 

With molybdenum being 25% denser than iron, 
this shield protects the lock from many of 
the burglars’ tools of choice. 

It would be easy to think that the seamless curved 
form of the Ultion handle was just to give this 
modern contemporary style. But this curve also gives 
incredible security from drilling and the most common 
form of attack - lock-snapping. The handle can’t be 
ripped from the door to expose the lock because 
the burglars grip tools slide off the curve.

Molybdenum cylinder shield

Anti-grip curve



Deep protection.

Bump attack 
protection

Hardened steel anti-drill protection

115,000 key 
combinations

This lock houses 24 hardened steel points of drill 
protection, springs that dismiss bump attacks 
and a pin system that creates over 115,000 key 
combinations to keep the most seasoned lock 
pickers busy.

We take your security seriously, which is why Just 
Trade Windows fit Ultion lock and handle systems.

Shielded behind the Ultion handle is the Ultion Star 
lock with a battery of defences. 



Beauty is skin deep. 

Hardened steel fixing bosses

Crush resistant lock shroud

There is layer upon layer of strength behind 
the beautiful minimal exterior. 

The fully reinforced Ultion handle won’t be crushed by 
mole grips and the fixings thread through hardened 

steel bosses to stop twisting. Within the hardened 
steel shroud the Ultion lock piles on more lock 

snapping protection with sacrificial elements 
and a molybdenum core.

Just Trade Windows 
don’t sacrifice security for appearance 

or appearance for security.

Point camera here
to look around in AR



The suited security handle.



Strong. Beautiful. Durable. 
Colourful too.
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Looks great for good.

In addition to the Just Trade Windows 
guarantee, the finish on your Ultion door handle 
carries a 20 year manufacturers warranty.

The curved form repels burglars and rain. 

Salty water was still rolling off the Ultion handle 
and its 6 coats of armour plating after a year in 
the weather test chamber, normal handles come 
out after 10 days. 



This fusion of Ultion Star lock with the 
2 star handle delivers the maximum 
3 star Kitemark security, and is a 
Police preferred specification.
 
But there’s more, and it’s 
from the locksmiths. 
After extreme testing they 
gave the Ultion Star lock 
Sold Secure certification 
and the Ultion handle 
to an unbeaten level.
 

Domestic Security
Bronze


